When the Valhalla Inn first opened in 1963, it was a striking landmark, with its distinctive conical roof and a bar modeled on a Viking warship. The Inn's interior furnishing expressed the best in contemporary Scandinavian design, especially the Nordic Bar and the Mermaid Lounge. From the beginning, the Valhalla Inn was clearly animated by the very best and most au courant design styles of its period. That focus on superb contemporary design will be reprised in the architecture, interior design and landscape of Valhalla Town Square. Timeless heritage, repurposed with a modern interpretation.
A fabled past, a stylish future. Edilcan proudly introduces Valhalla Town Square. A brilliant, master-planned urban community, with three iconic towers clad in dark brick and glass, rising majestically above a beautifully landscaped, European-inspired courtyard garden. The symphonic interplay of the vertical, horizontal and curvilinear will make Valhalla Town Square a landmark on the Etobicoke skyline.

Envisioned by award-winning landscape architect Claude Cormier, the central plaza will be the heart and soul of the community. A vibrant garden court landscaped with lush greenery, winding walkways, a children’s play area, dog park and a spectacular podium with a green roof. The streetscape will be enhanced with retail stores, planters and seating areas. A sculptural trellis covered in wisteria in the centre will be the Square’s focal point, a place to mingle with neighbours, and foster a sense of community.
Valhalla Town Square will be a 6.6-acre diverse, mixed-use residential community—an animated, pedestrian friendly and richly landscaped environment, a truly beautiful setting for urban living. The iconic towers, the podium and the central square together create a vibrant new destination—animating the community day and night with their stores, restaurants and cafes. Valhalla Town Square will offer modern condominiums, luxurious townhomes, Edilcan’s signature amenities and convenient retail right at your doorstep. Residents will have exclusive use of the Valhalla Town Square Express shuttle to nearby subway and shopping. Come home to a whole new experience of cosmopolitan living in the heart of Etobicoke.
BUILDING AMENITIES

5TH FLOOR

- Gym/Cardio Studio
- Yoga
- Wi-Fi Study/Library
- Social Lounge
- Dining/Boardroom
- Kids Zone
- Storage/Janitor
- Laundry/BF Washroom
- Lobby/Elevator

[Image of building amenities]
LIFE’S BEST...  
AT YOUR DOORSTEP  
Etobicoke

Living at Valhalla Town Square, you have an abundance of parks, shopping, dining, schools and other amenities at your doorstep. Highways 427, Gardiner and QEW make commuting a breeze. With easy connection to Highway 401 you can be at Pearson Airport in just minutes. Nearby parks include East Mall Park, Centennial Park, Tom Riley Park, and King’s Mill Park. Sherway Gardens and Cloverdale Mall offer top brand-name fashion shopping and gourmet dining. Bloor West Village and The Queensway offer a fascinating array of trendy boutiques, cafes and bistros. Enjoy the sophistication of urban living with the convenience and proximity to the area’s exceptional lifestyle amenities.
Developments such as One Valhalla, Triumph, Thunderbird in Etobicoke. The Met and Encore at 21 Carlton Street, elev’n21 at 1121 Bay Street, Monaco at 28 Byng Avenue and Signatures at 55 Bloor Street and The Clairmont on Yonge Street at St. Clair Avenue.

The company has also been responsible for the construction of numerous other landmark condominiums, Manhattan Place, Hollywood Plaza and The Residences of Madison Centre in North York, Granite Gates and Canyon Springs in Mississauga and Marina Del Rey on the Etobicoke waterfront to name a few.

With each development Edilcan has excelled and succeeded in creating sophisticated urban life space for like-minded residents. At Valhalla Town Square, Edilcan is creating a signature master-planned community. A community that will set the standard for design and quality in Etobicoke. A community that will benefit from over six decades of experience and a dedication to quality that spans a lifetime.

Welcome to Valhalla Town Square.
A MEETING OF MINDS

MARKETVISION REAL ESTATE CORPORATION

Since 1993, MarketVision has been one of Toronto’s premier real estate sales and marketing firms, with over 25,000 condominium residences sold throughout Canada and the United States. Some of these award-winning projects include One St. Thomas, The Met, 1, 5 and 9 Valhalla, Seasons Hotel and Residences, the Evergreen Brickworks, as well as new mixed-use developments like The Well in the heart of Toronto that are setting a new standard for city living.

CLAUDE CORMIER ET ASSOCIÉS INC, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN

Claude Cormier and Associates has built an internationally recognized office in Montreal that works in the fields of Landscape Architecture & Urban Design.

The practice extends far beyond the conventional realm of traditional landscape design to forge bridges between urban design, public art and architecture, resulting in beloved popular urban spaces such as Berczy Park, Sugar Beach, the Four Seasons Hotel and Residences, the Evergreen Brickworks, as well as new mixed-use developments like The Well in the heart of Toronto that are setting a new standard for city living.

PAGE+STEELE

The award-winning firm of Page+Steele (P+S), was established in Toronto in 1926. A successful pattern of growth has led to a diversified practice, now in its fourth generation. The practice is based in Toronto with projects in India, Prague, Amman, Moscow, China, Budapest and the USA. P+S initially formed with the IBI Group and is now known as Page+Steele/IBI Group Architects (P+S/IBI). P+S/IBI now benefits from the broad pool of talent and expertise within the IBI Group and is able to compete in the worldwide market for design and architecture.

A highly creative design team complements the traditional high level of service and expertise for which P+S/IBI is known. In recent years, P+S/IBI has received over 50 design awards and has won 6 design competitions.

P+S/IBI has developed the highest degree of expertise in Residential, Mixed Use, Office and Retail buildings in Toronto and GTA, including the successful One Valhalla Complex by the same developer.

With annual construction of approximately $1 Billion P+S/IBI maintains a close association with the construction industry in order to keep abreast of state of the art materials, systems, and technology, which are constantly entering the Canadian and world markets.

THE MBTW GROUP

For over forty years, The MBTW Group has offered comprehensive and multidisciplinary consulting services. We are a design-oriented group with expertise in all aspects of landscape architecture, architecture, urban design and recreational planning. Our ability to create innovative, memorable and marketable design solutions that meet the objectives of our clients is a credit to our staff of over 50 professionals, whose practical management skills, award winning design abilities, technical expertise, and enthusiastic commitment allows projects to be completed in an efficient and effective manner.

MONTANA STEELE STRATEGIC ADVERTISING

Over the last 30 years, dedication, energy, and passion have guided Montana Steele Strategic Marketing to create real estate brands that are truly magnetic. This award-winning, Toronto-based advertising agency is today one of the foremost names in the new, home development business. With an impressive client list that includes some of North America’s largest developers, Montana Steele Strategic Marketing is an agency that’s committed to creating original and effective communication.

TOMAS PEARCE INTERIOR DESIGN CONSULTING

Tomas Pearce Interior Design Consulting Inc. is a collaboration of talented, energetic and experienced team of Interior Designers, Project Managers, Project Coordinators, Architectural Technologists, Stylists and Procurement Agents.

The firm offers a complete range of commercial and residential interior design services, space planning, project management and interior styling to a multi-national client base. The firm’s list of luxury residential and commercial projects is extensive in many of Toronto’s desired communities and upscale condominium developments. The firm also undertakes bespoke private vacation homes, winter chalets, summer homes and executive ranches. Commercially, TOMAS PEARCE has been commissioned by Toronto’s leading developers and architects to design their showrooms, sales offices, model suites, common amenities and corporate executive headquarters. Their comprehensive list of private clients encompasses projects worldwide.

The TOMAS PEARCE style is internationally recognised by a love of good design, both modern and traditional. Opulent; simple; calm; elegant; understated; colorful; artful; unique – each aesthetic is integral to the vocabulary of their creations. Whether it’s high formal tradition, classic contemporary or clean modern aesthetic, the Toronto-based TOMAS PEARCE design directives are the belief framework, the aesthetic touchstones and the driving force behind all of their client concepts and styles. Each time, the firm’s design and architecture is a credit to our staff of over 50 professionals, whose practical management skills, award winning design abilities, technical expertise, and enthusiastic commitment allows projects to be completed in an efficient and effective manner.

Elegance is the TOMAS PEARCE signature. Each time, polished results are achieved. The team at TOMAS PEARCE marries the client’s style wishes with that of their strong design philosophies; each time, polished results are achieved. The TOMAS PEARCE style is international, and is able to complete in the worldwide market for design and architecture.
Sophisticated urban styling distinguishes the interiors at Valhalla Town Square, where Tomas Pearce Interior Design has created an incredible living environment through the use of rich materials and textures. Expect the very best in luxury living, with an exceptionally high standard of craftsmanship combined with contemporary styles, accents and upscale finishes. Gourmet kitchens with sleek counters and modular cabinetry inspire the master chef in you. Oversized living areas, spacious master bedrooms and sumptuous ensuites provide all the space and embellishments for an exclusive and luxurious lifestyle.

- Ceiling heights of approximately 8’-10” on floors 7 to 14 & 16, 8’-6” on floors 17 to 30; and 9’-0” on floors 6, 15, 16, 17 & 30 in bathrooms or for structural or mechanical reasons.
- Wide plank laminate floating floor with underlay, in foyer, kitchen, den, hallways, living and dining room and bedrooms.
- White ceramic tile flooring in laundry, mechanical and storage rooms, as per plan.
- Mirrored sliding closet doors or slab doors, as per plan.
- White decorator rocker type light switches and receptacles throughout.
- In-suite laundry facilities with stacked, front load Energy Star washer and front load dryer.
- Lever door hardware for interior doors.
- Aluminum swinging windows.

**KITCHEN**
- European-style kitchen cabinetry with full height pantry or shelving, as per plan, in a combination of designer finishes, in choice of finish package.
- Stone kitchen countertoop with designer ceramic tile backsplash, in choice of finish package.
- Stainless steel, single bowl undermount kitchen sink with designer selected single lever faucet, as per plan.
- Stainless steel, brand name appliances including stove, oven, microwave, refrigerator-freezer, dishwasher, as per plan.
- European-style kitchen cabinetry.
- Under cabinet lighting.

**BATHROOMS**
- Bathroom cabinetry with designer appointed stone vanity top with rectangular, undermount sink.
- Full-width vanity mirror.
- Soaker tub or shower enclosure, as per plan.
- All white plumbing fixtures and designer selected polished chrome single lever faucet.
- Pressure balanced and temperature controlled tub/shower controls, in polished chrome finish.
- Frameless glass shower enclosure, as per plan.
- Exhaust fan vented to exterior.
- Porcelain floor tile.
- Porcelain and ceramic tile tub/shower surround.
- Single decorative light fixture above vanity mirror.
- Decorated light in shower enclosures, as per plan.

**SYSTEMS & SECURITY**
- Concierge Service, 7 days a week.
- Public/common areas with CCTV security cameras strategically placed throughout underground parking, hallways, living and dining room and at access doors for added safety and security.
- Hall-room conveniently located beside front lobby.

- Mail-room conveniently located beside front lobby.
- Waste management and recycling system with garbage chute access.
- Underground and above-ground parking garage painted white with fluorescent lighting.
- Energy Recovery Ventilator in each suite for superior air quality, comfort and energy savings.
- Suite intrusion security alarm system with suite entry door contact and personally encoded keypad at foyer, connected to Concierge Station.
- Hard-wired smoke alarm detector(s) in all suites.
- Carbon monoxide detector(s) in suites, where applicable.
- Individual metering for in-suite electrical and water consumption.
- Individually controlled fan coil units deliver personalized air-conditioning and heating.
- Valhalla Town Square Express System with garbage chute access.
- Surveillance viewing. The Vendor reserves the right to substitute boards and/or models which may be available for viewing. The Vendor reserves the right to substitute materials of equal or better quality than those represented to the Purchaser. The Vendor reserves the right to substitute materials of equal or better quality than those represented to the Purchaser. The Vendor reserves the right to substitute materials of equal or better quality than those represented to the Purchaser.
- Franklin Park and concourse with Concierge Station located throughout underground parking garage.
- Window-mounted ‘panic’ stations with suite entry door contact and two-way voice communication.
- Pressure balanced and temperature controlled tub/shower controls in each suite for superior air quality, comfort and energy savings.
- Security viewer at suite entry door.
- Suite intrusion security alarm system with suite entry door contact and personally encoded keypad at foyer, connected to Concierge Station.
- Hard-wired smoke alarm detector(s) in all suites.
- Carbon monoxide detector(s) in suites, where applicable.
- Electrical receptacle on balcony, as applicable.
- Direct natural gas BBQ connection, water hose bib, and electrical outlet on townhouse patios, as per plan.
- Pre-wiring for telephone and cable outlets in living room, bedrooms and den.
- State-of-the-art, high speed internet connectivity in every suite.
- Individual controlled fan coil units deliver personalized air-conditioning and heating.
- Individually metering for in-suite electrical and water consumption.
- Energy recovery ventilator in each suite for superior air quality, comfort and energy savings.
- Waste management and recycling system with garbage chute access.
- Hall-room conveniently located beside front lobby.
One Bedroom

One Bedroom

A2 — SUITE: 492 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 68 SQ.FT.
One Bedroom + Den

B1 — SUITE: 633 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 73 SQ.FT.
One Bedroom + Den
B2 — SUITE: 653 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 64 SQ.FT.
Two Bedroom

C1 — SUITE: 680 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 96 SQ.FT.

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND SUBJECT TO NORMAL CONSTRUCTION VARIANCES. DIMENSIONS MAY EXCEED THE USEABLE FLOOR AREA. SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. FURNITURE IS DISPLAYED FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY AND DOES NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE ELECTRICAL PLAN FOR THE SUITE. SUITES ARE SOLD UNFURNISHED. E. & O. E.
Two Bedroom

C2 — SUITE: 747 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 79 SQ.FT.
C3 — SUITE: 782 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 199 SQ.FT.

Two Bedroom

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE AND SUBJECT TO NORMAL CONSTRUCTION VARIANCES. DIMENSIONS MAY EXCEED THE USEABLE FLOOR AREA. SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. FURNITURE IS DISPLAYED FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY AND DOES NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE ELECTRICAL PLAN FOR THE SUITE. SUITES ARE SOLD UNFURNISHED. E. & O. E.
Two Bedroom

C4 — SUITE: 788 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 242 SQ.FT.
Two Bedroom + Study

D1 — SUITE: 902 SQ.FT. BALCONY: 64 SQ.FT.